Press release
PlugSurfing and Allego launch first Peer-to-Peer connection via OCPI
EV driver gets direct access to charging session and real time information.
BERLIN, March 30th 2017 - Europe’s largest Fast Charge Network operator Allego and Mobility
Service Provider Plugsurfing launch the first peer-to-peer connection via OCPI (Open Charge Point
Interface). Customers of Plugsurfing get now more insight in the charging session on Allego’s
chargers in Germany, Netherlands and Belgium.
Direct access and working towards cost saving charging
Using OCPI, Allego and PlugSurfing combine their strength to make charging more transparent and
on the long term more affordable. The direct connection of PlugSurfing’s billing and payment
services to Allego’s charging infrastructure will avoid roaming costs in the near future.
Anja van Niersen, CEO of Allego: ”The users of the Plugsurfing app now have more control over their
charging session. New features are presented like Remote Start & Stop, actual charging session data,
static charger information (location, connectors) and dynamic data like availability of the charger.”
Allego is delighted with this first operational OCPI connection. Easy charging and a fully
interoperable market are required to make the shift to clean electric mobility. Anja van Niersen: ”EV
drivers of Plugsurfing now have direct access to our network and benefit from new features. Allego’s
charging network is ready to connect via OCPI and hubs like e-clearing.net. Car manufactures will be
satisfied with the progress Allego and PlugSurfing are making.”
Interoperable EV market and User Experience
The connection of Allego and PlugSurfing also has benefits beyond cost cutting with the OCPI
protocol. Additionally, it brings the aim of smart charging one step closer. In the near future OCPI
will allow grid operators to have better control of their capacity and EV drivers can determine their
charging patterns and energy needs. The direct connection between the two companies brings
together Allego’s position among the leaders in smart charging and PlugSurfing’s dedication to its
unique and straight forward user experience.
‘The user is and always will be at the heart of PlugSurfing. Connection with the Allego platform
through the OCPI will allow us to build high quality products faster. As such, we highly recommend
every charging point operator to follow the steps of Allego and integrate with PlugSurfing’, as stated
by PlugSurfing CEO Jacob van Zonneveld
About OCPI
The OCPI is a free interface created by companies that are leading in e-mobility. Its use is becoming
more widespread as more and more charging point operators in Europe are implementing the
interface. With OCPI, the EV driver gains access to real-time, correct information about charge
points and the associated costs. It provides more insight into pricing and payment options. OCPI
connects charge point operators and service providers with one another, which in turn allows EV
drivers to charge their vehicles in more locations. OCPI is viewed by many as the ideal means for
roaming and for accessing charging infrastructure via mobile charge-and-pay apps.

About PlugSurfing
PlugSurfing is Europe’s leading payment solution for EV driving and has the biggest community of
electric vehicle drivers. The young and innovative international Berlin based company offers free
apps to revolutionize payment for electric car charging. PlugSurfing’s vision is to remove all barriers
that currently exist to carbon free mobility. PlugSurfing have been named the Global ‘Energy’
winners of the 1776 DC Start up competition ‘Challenge Cup’ in Washington DC and the German
round of the Deutsche Telekom Innovation Contest.
About Allego
Allego is a leading CPO (Charge Point Operator) which has significant expertise in e-mobility,
including the creation of a network of multi standard fast chargers throughout The Netherlands,
Germany, Belgium and Luxembourg. Allego deploys more than 4000 charging sockets in urban areas
and along major transportation routes. The main focus of the company is the operation of a reliable
network of both AC- and DC charging equipment for Electric Vehicles and to allow EV charging to any
driver of an electric vehicle by entering into contracts with all Mobility Service Providers in Europe
(interoperability).
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